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INTRODUCTION
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major cause of death and morbidity in the United States, affecting some 2 million civilians each year [1] and an estimated 20% of the 1.6 million veteran population returning from Iraq and Afghanistan [2, 3] . While the most common damage occurrences leading to mild or moderate forms of TBI (e.g. motor vehicle accidents or falls [4] [5] [6] , sports concussions [7] [8] [9] , and blast exposures [6, [10] [11] [12] ) have been widely acknowledged and thoroughly reviewed, the etiology of the ensuing cognitive, behavioral or neuropsychological disorders/impairments (e.g. memory losses, language difficulties, concentration deficiencies, behavioral abnormalities and/or depression) remains poorly understood. In particular, little is known about the multiple damage mechanisms suspected to unfold at the neural cell level in the seconds to hours (and probably days) following initial mechanical insult(s) to the brain, and likely to result in cell/tissue alteration. One line of approach towards elucidating some of the key damage mechanisms involved in TBI relies on addressing two distinct, yet interrelated, questions: 1) how mechanical transients applied to the organ boundary (head) translate into local stress-strain (force-displacement) distribution maps at the mesoscopic tissue level and microscopic cell level; 2) how the cell machinery responds to these mechanical stimuli. An improved quantitative knowledge of material properties at the individual central nervous system (CNS) cell level is necessary to understand the former on a quantitative basis and to better characterize the latter in a controlled environment. Such characterization inevitably calls for measurable external mechanical inputs (e.g. pressure waves, imposed deformation profiles) to be applied to the boundary of in vitro cell systems (e.g. 2D/3D cell culture constructs, organotypic tissue slices) in a reproducible manner so that the latter inputs may systematically be associated with reliable estimates of force and deformation magnitudes at the single cell level.
Probing mechanical properties of individual cells has been made possible in recent years through the advent of novel testing techniques (for a review, see e.g. [13] [14] [15] ) including magnetic twisting cytometry [16] [17] [18] [19] , atomic force microscopy (AFM) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , micropipette aspiration [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , optical tweezing and stretching [32] [33] [34] [35] , and microplate rheometry [36] [37] [38] . The last three techniques, which have been successfully employed to characterize the deformability of certain cell types in suspension (e.g. red blood cells [28, 34] , white blood cells [26, 29] , Müller glial cells [35] , chondrocytes [31] , myofibroblasts [27] , and pancreatic cancer cells [38] ), may not be easily applied to CNS neuronal cultures because neurons in vitro form intricate networks of adherent cells interconnected via multiple processes whose continuous growth and viable maintenance require the support of a substrate. Magnetic twisting cytometry is a powerful measurement technique providing local material properties at the membrane level but is not suited to examine global properties at the cell body level. AFM, originally developed to image surfaces of inorganic materials with atomic resolution [39] , has proven to be a highly versatile testing tool in mechanobiology, enabling the measurement of material properties at the cell/subcell level over a large range of forces (from pico-to nanonewton levels), speeds (from quasistatic to dynamic load levels), and length scales (from nano-to micrometers) via a variety of tip geometries [40] . The diversity in available AFM tip geometries allows for a range of experiments to be performed under various loading conditions: sharp tips may probe local properties at the cytoskeletal level while large spheres may provide global "homogenized" properties at the whole cell level. Although widely used to characterize the mechanical response of numerous cell types including fibroblasts [20] , leukocytes [24] , cardiac myocytes [23] and blood cells [22, 25] , AFM has been infrequently utilized to examine the response of neural cells. To our knowledge, only Lu et al [35] have reported dynamic mechanical measurements on single CNS neurons -with measurements conducted in the linear infinitesimal strain regime only. Elastic storage and viscous loss moduli were extracted from the force-displacement output of oscillating 3 μm spherical AFM probes actuated to small indentation depths at the cell surface. These measurements, aimed at characterizing some of the local viscoelastic properties of neural cells, could not provide significant insights into the global mechanical response of single neural cell bodies, nor were they directed at investigating the mechanical nonlinearities observed at finite deformation typical of anticipated cell response in TBI cases, for which strains larger than 15-20% may be expected [41] [42] [43] [44] .
AFM mechanical measurements conducted at the (whole) cell level on other cell types have been interpreted quantitatively with the aid of various continuum models. The modeling approaches most commonly used borrow their formulation from the contact theory developed by Hertz for linear elastic materials [20, 35, [45] [46] [47] , many of which typically incorporate time-dependencies inherent in the cell response [20, 35] . The Hertz contact theory, however, relies on highly reductive assumptions including linearity, homogeneity, infinitesimal deformation, and infinite substrate dimensions -all of which are unlikely to hold for biological cell systems submitted to mechanical transients. In order to address some of these limitations, investigators have proposed alternative continuum approaches integrating part of the complexities observed in the mechanical response of biological cells. These approaches include piecewise linear elastic variations [48] , linear hyper-elastic/ viscoelastic composite material formulations [25, 49, 50] , and biphasic linear elastic constitutive relations [51, 52] . More complex variations borrow elements from continuum and piecewise continuum models [53] . While successful at capturing specific quantitative features of the cell response under selected test conditions, these formulations do not account for the combined strain and strain-rate nonlinear dependencies inherent in the cell behavior, as substantiated by a growing body of experimental observations [23, 37, 54] .
The study described here provides, to our knowledge, the first reported set of experimental measurements characterizing the large-strain, nonlinear dynamic response of single cortical neurons at the soma level. The AFM "compression" tests performed on individual cell bodies via microsphere-modified cantilevers consisted of load-unload cyclic sequences over three orders of displacement rate magnitude. The mechanical data collected were analyzed further with the support of a continuum model allowing for large strain kinematics simulations of the cell behavior. The proposed model lays the foundation for further developments and refinements as more experimental results become available on a variety of related cell types and in vitro testing conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture
Primary neuronal cultures were prepared from cerebral cortices of postnatal day 1 SpragueDawley rats (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA). Tissue was provided by the laboratory of Professor Sebastian Seung, following a protocol approved by the Committee on Animal Care at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The dissociation procedure was adapted from a protocol detailed elsewhere [55] . Briefly, isolated cortices were minced, rinsed 3 times in modified Hank's buffered salt solution (HBSS) containing 25 mM HEPES, and digested for 12 minutes at 37 °C with enzyme solution containing 1 mM L-cysteine, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1.5 mM CaCl 2 , 200 units Papain (Sigma, P3125), and 1 μg/mL DNAse (Sigma) in modified HBSS. Tissue pieces were rinsed twice in culture medium (Neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 and Glutamax (Invitrogen, 21103049, 17504044, 35050061)) and gently triturated in 1 mL ice-cold culture medium through 1 mL pipette tips. The resulting suspension was passed through a 70 μm cell strainer (BD Falcon, 352350) and subsequently centrifuged at 20 g for 7 minutes. The cell pellet was re-suspended in culture medium prior to plating at ~10 4 cells/mL density on 35 mm poly-D-lysine (Sigma, P7886) coated coverslips (Carolina Biological Supply, Burlington, NC). Cultures were maintained at 37 °C in a 5% CO 2 humidified atmosphere. 1 h after plating, cultures were rinsed to remove debris and non-adherent cells. About 3 days after plating, half of the medium was replaced. AFM measurements were initiated after 5 days in culture, i.e. when plated neurons had reached maturation with well-extended processes.
Neural cell viability was assessed on representative samples via standard Live/Dead cytotoxicity assay (Invitrogen, L-3224) to ensure that the cells in culture were healthy at the time of testing. The cytoplasm of live cells and the nucleus of dead cells were stained with 2 μM calcein AM and 2 μM ethidium homodimer-1 respectively. Cell cultures were found to be viable after 5-day incubation ( Figure 1A ).
Immunocytochemistry assays were also performed to ascertain neural cell types. Anti-β-III tubulin (Abcam, ab24629) and anti-Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) (Abcam, ab4648) were used to identify neurons and astrocytes respectively. The cultures obtained for this study were confirmed to be predominantly composed of neurons, showing staining for β-III tubulin ( Figure 1C ) and not GFAP ( Figure 1D ). During AFM experiments, neurons were identified by their characteristic morphology using a light microscope.
Atomic Force Microscopy
2.2.1 Dynamic load -unload tests-Somata of single neurons were indented via an atomic force microscope (MFP 3D, Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Axio Observer.D1, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging Inc, Thornwood, NY). The mechanical probes selected for the tests were polystyrene spheres (45 μm diameter, Polybead® Microspheres; Polysciences Inc, Warrington, PA) mounted on tipless, triangular shaped silicon nitride cantilevers (Veeco Probes NP-OW, 0.06 N/m; Nanoworld PNP-TR-TL, 0.08 N/m). The microspheres were chosen deliberately larger than the cell soma in order to approximate loading conditions close to those prevailing in "uniaxial compression" experiments. The microspheres were attached to the end of the silicon nitride probes using UV curable Loctite 3211 glue and allowed to cure for 1 h under UV light. The size and positioning of the bead were verified for one representative sample via scanning electron microscopy ( Figure 2A ). All tests, which lasted less than two hours, were conducted in culture medium at 37 °C in a fluid cell chamber (BioHeater TM , Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). Prior to testing, the spherical probe sitting above the sample was lowered into the medium and allowed to reach thermal equilibrium for about 30 min. Calibration of the spring constant was achieved for each probe using the thermal method [56] . Cell viability was checked by visual inspection through the bright-field optical microscope during testing. Neurons were found to be well-adhered and visually healthy throughout the test procedure. No staining was performed via fluorescence on the cells to be indented as the addition of chemical dyes could have induced material property changes.
All tests were conducted under bright-field optical microscopy ( Figure 2B ). The cantilever tip was positioned on top of the cell body via manual actuation of the micrometric screws controlling the horizontal X-Y positioning of the AFM optical stage. The center of the cell body was aligned with the vertical Z-axis of the indenting probe through the 20X magnification objective of the microscope ( Figure 2C ). The indentation test sequence, implemented as a custom routine in IGOR Pro software (WaveMetrics, Inc, Portland, OR), consisted of an approach phase at 0.3 μm/s to a 0.3 nN contact force target (corresponding to an indentation depth of roughly 50-200 nm) followed by a 15 s dwell phase at contact with the cell body, and a subsequent series of load-unload segments at 10, 1, and 0.1 μm/s to 2 μm depth followed by a 120 s relaxation segment ( Figure 2D ). The relaxation segment consisted of a 10 μm/s loading ramp to a target indentation depth of 2 μm held for 120 s. Note that at 2 μm indentation depth the influence of the nucleus on the measured cell response can no longer be neglected. The properties collected should therefore be viewed as global, "homogenized" properties of the whole cell body. As cells may migrate, reorganize their cytoskeleton, and respond actively to external forces on timescales of seconds, a small population of neurons (N = 10) was tested in the reverse order of deformation rates, i.e. 0.1, 1 and 10 μm/s, to assess whether such cell activation processes could contribute significantly to the strain rate effects measured. The loading rates were selected to span the broadest range of deformation speeds compatible with the MFP 3D capabilities and the physical limitations pertaining to the test configuration (e.g. inertial effects, hydrodynamic perturbations).
Contact point and cell size estimate-
To account for some variations in the neural cell body size observed within and across cultures, height and "cross-diameter" estimates were collected for each cell body indented and subsequently incorporated in the 3D finite element simulations. The characteristic cross-sectional diameter, derived from the optical microscope photographs taken at the time of indentation (see e.g. Figure 2B ), was computed as the geometric mean between the largest and smallest edge-to-edge measured distances:
. Height estimates were obtained after completion of the indentation test, following a procedure adapted from previous cell height determination methods [25, 46] . Briefly, the cell body and 2-3 adjacent glass sites were successively indented at 10 μm/s extension/retraction rate to a target force of 4.5 nN. The differences in piezo positions at contact between cantilever and the cell body or glass substrate were retrieved from the indentation curves to derive an estimate for the cell height ( Figure 3) . The glass-cantilever contact point was determined as the intersection between the pre-and post-contact linear fit to the measured force-displacement indentation responses whereas the cell-cantilever contact point was recovered following a hierarchical Bayesian approach detailed in section 6.1 of [57] . Briefly, the contact point and the pre-and post-contact regression coefficients were inferred -following Gibbs sampling techniques -from statistical distributions motivated by physical arguments. The post-contact force-displacement response in the small penetration depth regime was assumed to obey a polynomial law as predicted by the Hertz model for the response of an elastic substrate to indention by a rigid sphere (i.e. F ∝ δ 3/2 , where F is the indenter force and d is the indentation depth). The height determination procedure was implemented in a MATLAB routine.
Modeling: Finite Element Simulations
The mechanical data gathered on single neural somata were interpreted with the aid of a finite element framework simulating the experimental testing conditions. The continuum formulation selected for the homogenized "material properties" of the cell response is predicated upon the modeling framework developed in our recent study of the dynamic (macroscopic) behavior of porcine cortical tissue in vitro [58] . This formulation exhibits rheological features (e.g. rate effects, nonlinearities, conditioning, and hysteresis) similar to those observed at the single cell level. Briefly, the selected model comprises a hyperelastic network (A) accounting for the instantaneous response of the material and a viscoelastic resistance (BCDE) encompassing the strain rate/time effects prevalent at short (B) and long (CDE) time scales. A schematic of the rheological model is provided in Figure 4A . As the model is intended to describe the cell response to large deformations, it is cast within a large-strain kinematics framework, using the concepts and standard notation of modern continuum mechanics (see, e.g., [59] or [60] ). Following Lee's decomposition [61] , the total deformation gradient is expressed as (1) where F A and F B represent, respectively, the elastic (instantaneous) and viscoelastic (isochoric) components of the cell deformation. The viscoelastic response of the cell is captured by the combination of a nonlinear short-term viscous element (B) and a linear viscoelastic back stress network (CDE). With regard to the back stress network, the viscoelastic deformation gradient F B is further decomposed as: (2) where the linear viscous element (D) models the long-term relaxation of the back stress contribution. Both F C and F D are taken to be isochoric. The correspondence between deformation gradients and idealized rheological network components is shown in Figure 4A .
The Cauchy stress T A developed within the material is decomposed into its hydrostatic and deviatoric components: (3) where the hydrostatic component T h and the deviatoric component T d are physically associated with the deformation mechanisms prevailing in bulk and in shear.
The hydrostatic component T h is obtained in terms of the volumetric jacobian, J = det(F) = det(F A ), according to the constitutive relationship (4) where K is the small-strain bulk modulus and 1 is the second order identity tensor. The deviatoric component T d is obtained in terms of the isochoric component of the elastic left Cauchy-Green tensor,
, following a formulation derived from the freelyjointed 8-chain model for macromolecular elastic networks [62] : (5) where μ 0 and λ L are model parameters which scale with the initial shear modulus and the limiting extensibility of the network. ℒ denotes the Langevin function.
The evolution of the viscoelastic component of the deformation gradient, F B , is constitutively prescribed through the nonlinear reptation-based viscous element (B), adapted from [63] . The deformation gradient time derivative, Ḟ B = F −1 A ·D̃B·F is obtained by aligning the stretching tensor D̃B with the direction of the (deviatoric) driving stress T B = T d −T C , where T C is the backstress from element (C), through the constitutive relationship:
where ˙γ 0 is a dimensional scaling constant (˙γ 0 = 10 −4 s −1 ). The reptation factor, f R , accounts for the increasing resistance to viscous flow observed in macromolecular networks for increasing levels of accumulated viscous deformation. The factor α is a small constant introduced to eliminate the singularity at F B = 1, and is set to α = 0.005 , as in the previous tissue study [58] . The rate sensitivity exponent, n, and the strength parameter, σ o , are material properties.
The (deviatoric) backstress T C is obtained from the standard linear solid network (CDE) as further detailed in [58] . Briefly, the stress in the elastic elements, (C) and (E), is taken to scale linearly with the deviator of the respective Hencky strains through shear moduli G o and G ∞ . The stretching tensor, in the viscous element (D) is taken to scale linearly with the driving stress in element (D) through a viscosity η. Conceptually, element (C) is associated with short-term dissipation mechanisms, while the linear element (E) captures the long-term partial relaxation of the backstress.
A mechanistic interpretation of the material parameters is detailed in [58] , and can be briefly summarized as follows:
-K measures the small-strain resistance to volumetric deformation (bulk modulus); -μ o and λ L mediate the instantaneous (elastic) nonlinear response of the cell in shear; more specifically, μ 0 correlates with the low-strain instantaneous shear response and λ L correlates with a limiting stretch associated with a marked increase in resistance to deformation; -G o , G ∞ , and η address the time-dependencies unfolding at medium and long time scales; more specifically, the ratio τ ∞ = η/G ∞ scales with the characteristic long-term relaxation time, while G o relates to the short term "backstress" stiffness of the material, modulating the recovery of viscous deformation at higher rates of loading; by neglecting the compliance of the non-linear instantaneous elastic response, an equilibrium (long term) shear modulus can be estimated as
-σ o and n address the time-dependencies unfolding at short time scales; more specifically, σ o relates to the resistance to viscous deformation in the nonlinear viscous element and n represents the strain-rate sensitivity of the viscous resistance. For n~1, and negligible accumulated viscous deformation, a single short term characteristic time for viscous relaxation can be estimated as: τ o = (σ o /G o )(γ̇0) −1 . For n≠1, the non-linear element captures the effects of superposing stress-activated viscous mechanisms, and a single time constant cannot be meaningfully defined.
Note that the long-term dissipation mechanisms are captured mainly through a single retardation time provided by the standard linear solid element (CDE). Although sufficient to account for the essential features of the cell relaxation behavior (as measured under the selected test conditions of the present study), the current formulation may require some refinements (e.g. the introduction of additional Kelvin-type viscoelastic components) to encompass the broader spectrum of relaxation mechanisms that are likely to unfold under more complex loading conditions. Further details on the constitutive equations, and a review of the main alternative modeling approaches developed within the brain biomechanics community, at the continuum tissue level, are provided in [58] .
The constitutive model was implemented as a user-defined material subroutine in the finite element software ABAQUS (Simulia, Providence, RI). An axisymmetric representation was selected for the test configuration as shown in Figure 4B . The cell body was idealized as a half oblate spheroid while the indenting probe was modeled as a (rigid) sphere. Frictionless contact was enforced between the two. The underlying glass substrate was considered rigid, in slipless contact with the cell. The physical dimensions of the soma were taken to match the measured estimates -cross-diameter and height -obtained for each cell. The entire loading history (approach -dwell -dynamic load-unload -relaxation) was simulated in ABAQUS and the material model parameters for each (homogenized) cell were determined by fitting the experimental responses, where the quality of the fit was estimated based on the error measure:
F simul and F exp refer to the discrete time vectors for the simulated and measured indenter forces respectively, and corresponds to the maximum reaction force as measured experimentally at the highest (10 μm.s −1 ) displacement rate.
RESULTS
The mechanical response measured for single cortical neurons showed marked nonlinearities in the strain and strain rate domains and substantial hysteresis, as shown for one representative cell (diameter of 14.2 μm, height of 7.6 μm) in Figures 5 and 6 . While these key response features -time/rate dependencies, nonlinearities, hysteresis -were consistently observed across the neuronal cell population (N = 87), some substantial variations were noted in force magnitude from one cell to the other. The average indentation response and standard deviation are reported in Figure 7 , with the corresponding finite element model fit to the average response. The eight-parameter model captures the main characteristics of the cell behavior at large strains, including stress-strain non-linearities, rate effects and longterm time dependencies. Values for the fitting parameters are reported in Figure 4 . Since the AFM data provided a single force-displacement history response, the material bulk and shear contributions to the macroscopic cell response could not be isolated. Following common assumptions of near incompressibility in cell biomechanics, a relatively large value for the bulk modulus, i.e. K = 10,000 Pa, was selected, corresponding to a small strain Poisson's ratio n = 0.499. Note that the set of model parameters associated with the "best" fit is not proven here to be unique, although optimal parameter values are expected to fall within a narrow range. This inference is based on the results of an automated parameter search study conducted in [58] , where the same modeling framework was used to fit the qualitatively similar response of brain tissue.
Upon inversion of the deformation rate order, the cell response was measured to exhibit similar rate dependencies (Figure 8 ). These response features were compared to the model predictions (obtained from the same set of best fit parameters in Figure 4 ) and a satisfactory match was found (Figure 8 ).
Given the observed wide range of variations in cell geometry, where both cross-diameter and height measurements showed some significant scatter (D = 16.8 ± 2.1 μm; H = 7.9 ± 2.0 μm; mean ± standard deviation, N = 79), we considered the hypothesis that the deviations in force-indentation response could be mainly ascribed to geometric effects. To investigate the validity of this hypothesis, we performed an approximate geometric normalization for the force indentation responses. A subset of cells (N = 33) for which height and cross-diameter estimates could be reliably obtained was selected to generate normalized plots of the cell response, i.e. "nominal stress" versus "nominal strain" diagrams where "nominal stress" and "nominal strain" refer to force and indentation depth normalized by characteristic crossdiameter area and height, respectively. The normalization procedure did not appear to substantially reduce the scatter in the data, indicating that the observed deviations in force-indentation responses might not simply be an effect of cell geometry variations, but may also reflect a degree of variability in the constitutive material response.
This conclusion is further supported by the data provided in Table 1 , where the best fit model parameters for the subset of cells of known geometrical features (N = 33) are given in terms of their average values and ranges of variation. Here, in order to address possible shortcomings of the approximate normalization procedure, sets of model parameters for each cell were obtained by fitting the individual cell responses with finite element models accounting for the actual cell geometry (height and diameter) as shown for one cell in Figure  6 . The mean squared errors between the simulated and measured responses, which ranged between 7.4×10 −5 and 1.37×10 −4 , were found to be comparable to those obtained between the simulated and average responses reported earlier in Figure 6 (1.09×10 −4 ) and Figure 7 (1.1×10 −4 ). The scatter in the values of the fitting parameters demonstrate that, even when accurately accounting for cell geometry effects, the cell constitutive response is found to exhibit substantial variability.
Interestingly, in support of an inference of uniqueness for the optimized values, the average of each model parameter obtained by independently fitting data for 33 cells (Table 1) 
DISCUSSION
This study uncovers novel features pertaining to the large strain dynamic response of single primary neurons of the neonatal rat cortex and presents a general framework for a constitutive model in quantitative support of these observations. It is, to our knowledge, the first reported body of experimental measurements on the nonlinear, hysteretic, viscous behavior of single neural cell somata at finite deformation. The cell response was characterized over three orders of deformation rate magnitude (10, 1 and 0.1 μm.s −1 ) to 2 μm depth (corresponding to a pseudo-compression nominal strain of 15 to 40 %) in load, unload and relaxation according to decreasing and increasing orders of deformation rates (10, 1 and 0.1 μm.s −1 for N = 87 cells; 0.1, 1 and 10 μm.s −1 for N = 10 cells). The cell response was found to exhibit substantial hysteresis, significant strain and strain-rate dependent nonlinearities, and marked long-term time dependencies. Given the characteristic length scale at which cell properties were probed, it is difficult to tease out information about the subcellular, structural basis of the various response features. However, it may be speculated that intermediate filaments and actin filaments are the main contributors to the nonlinear strain dependencies observed at the soma level, as substantiated by previous mechanical investigations on these cytoskeletal components [54, 64, 65] . Key observations in the response at the single cell level (nonlinearities, hysteresis and time-dependencies) mirror those reported by several investigators at the cortical tissue level [58, 66, 67] and might pave the way for a unified understanding of the mechanical dynamics unfolding from the tissue level down to the cell level in response to mechanical insults. The corollary observation that the rate effects remain significant upon reversal of the deformation rate order suggests that the dynamic response features measured reflect intrinsic mechanical properties of the cell rather than manifestations of active cellular processes such as cytoskeletal rearrangement (although the involvement of the latter processes cannot be excluded). The present testing protocols may also be adapted/refined to characterize the dynamic properties of other neural cell types and/or cell subregions (e.g. axon hillocks, synaptic boutons, dendritic processes), thereby providing potentially unique insights into mechanically mediated biological responses of single neural cells under complex regimes of deformation. Among the limitations of the current experimental study, we note that the volumetric compliance of the cell and its response in other modes of deformation (tensile, shear) were not investigated. Further, the current experimental method relied on cells plated in vitro on two-dimensional, hard substrates. We cannot exclude the possibility that the properties hereby collected differ from those actually encountered in a full three-dimensional environment in vivo. In addition, some significant variations in the mechanical data collected (e.g. peak forces and cell compliances at large strains) were observed within the neuronal cell population considered (N = 87). These differences may be attributed to numerous factors including: potential inaccuracies in the cell-cantilever contact point determination, disparities in cell body geometrical features, variations in cell/substrate contact surface area and adhesion conditions, intrinsic biological differences (cell types, development stages) in the cell population considered, and variation in initial point of contact relative to the nucleus (which has been shown to be stiffer than its cytoplasmic counterparts [68, 69] ). These sources of variation may make for interesting avenues of investigation to be explored in future studies. In particular, addressing the question of whether substantial differences in neurons properties exist across brain regions might help unravel the cascade of damage mechanisms suspected to unfold within the brain following the imposition of external mechanical transients.
The constitutive model proposed for the homogenized cell response, following previous continuum developments undertaken at the tissue level [58] , was able to capture all major complexities of the cell response in load, unload, reload and relaxation, via a relatively low number of material parameters. Although phenomenological, the model yielded quantitative assessments of different aspects of the cell response to deformation -e.g. elastic resilience at low to large strains, rate sensitivities in the quasi-static to dynamic regimes. The instantaneous elastic response was found to be well captured by a nonlinear hyperelastic formulation based on a freely-jointed chain model, while viscous relaxation was found to be associated with multiple mechanisms, with at least two characteristic times (~ 1s and 100s) necessary to account for the observed response within the probed range of deformation rates. As refined indicators of cell dynamics, the complete set of model parameters may also elicit subtler discriminations between cell types within and across brain regions, and allow for the establishment of susceptibility-to-damage maps at the mesoscopic level. These latter considerations may be of particular significance as the potential existence of differential patterns in cell propensity for damage has been substantiated in recent years by observations of consistent mechanical heterogeneities within brain subregions [70] . The current constitutive formulation remains, however, reductive in its simplistic view of the cell as a single, isotropic continuum. The proposed modeling effort must therefore be considered as a preliminary set of constitutive framework developments -potentially enabling the establishment of local stress-strain maps at the cell level -on which structurally based multiscale model refinements may be built. Cell height determination procedure: cell (black solid) and glass substrate (red, blue, green dash) indentation curves were used to retrieve relative piezo positions associated with contact events between cell/glass and cantilever, thereby providing an estimate for the cell height. AFM data for a representative neuron of diameter 14.2 μm and height 7.6 μm. Force versus displacement response at the 3 consecutive loading rates of 10 μm/s (red dash-dot), 1 μm/s (green dot), and 0.1 μm/s (blue solid). (A) Mean (black) and standard deviation (grey) for 10 neurons indented with loading rates in reverse order (0.1, 1, 10 μm/s). Model predictions (red dash) using the set of parameters reported in Figure 4 ; (B) Peak forces reached at the end of the first loading ramp for each displacement rate. Rate effects were found to be significant (P < 0.006, one-way ANOVA). Table 1 Distribution in parameters (mean and data range) obtained by fitting model response to experimental data for 33 cells, accounting for actual cell configuration by varying the model geometric parameters to match the measured height and cell radius. K was assumed to be constant for all cells and set at 10,000 Pa. 
